The Dicke model describes the coherent interaction of a laser-driven ensemble of two level atoms with a quantized light field. It is realized within cavity QED experiments, which in addition to the coherent Dicke dynamics feature dissipation due to e.g. atomic spontaneous emission and cavity photon loss. Spontaneous emission supports the uncorrelated decay of individual atomic excitations as well as the enhanced, collective decay of an excitation that is shared by N atoms and whose strength is determined by the cavity geometry. We derive a many-body master equation for the dissipative Dicke model including both spontaneous emission channels and analyze its dynamics on the basis of Heisenberg-Langevin and stochastic Bloch equations. We find that the collective loss channel leads to a region of bistability between the empty and the superradiant state. Transitions between these states are driven by non-thermal, markovian noise. The interplay between dissipative and coherent elements leads to a genuine non-equilibrium dynamics in the bistable regime, which is expressed via a non-conservative force and a multiplicative noise kernel appearing in the stochastic Bloch equations. We present a semiclassical approach, based on stochastic nonlinear optical Bloch equations, which for the infinite-range Dicke Model become exact in the large-N-limit. The absence of an effective free energy functional, however, necessitates to include fluctuation corrections with O(1/N) for finite N < ∞ to locate the non-thermal first-order phase transition between the superradiant and the empty cavity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bistable interacting quantum systems are prime examples, for which fluctuation induced many-body effects beyond the mean-field picture dominate the long-time dynamics. Quantum fluctuations induce rare transitions between the meanfield steady states, rendering them metastable and introducing macroscopic effects beyond small perturbations [1, 2] .
Adding the concept of drive and dissipation introduces an additional competition between unitary and dissipative dynamics, which has a pronounced impact on the fluctuation induced, asymptotic dynamics. This was early observed for a driven cavity with an optical Kerr-nonlinearity [3] . On the level of single-operator expectation values the system shows a coexistence regime of two stable states with different photon numbers for the same driving strength. However, a full quantum treatment [4, 5] reveals that quantum fluctuations induce a driven-dissipative first-order phase transition in the thermodynamic limit of large intracavity photon numbers [6] , recently observed in a semiconductor microcavity [7] .
This growing experimental access and realization of drivendissipative non-linear systems out of equilibrium that display bistable dynamics [8] [9] [10] , including recently detected bistability regions in cavity QED [11] and circuit QED [12] experiments, has led to a surge of interest in theoretical descriptions for out of equilibrium systems [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . This includes signatures of first-order dissipative phase transitions [19] [20] [21] [22] and the crucial role played by fluctuations [23] .
Here, we extend the simple, yet paradigmatic Dicke model [24] , describing light-matter interactions of N-atoms coupled * jg@thp.uni-koeln.de † buchhold@caltech.edu to a single quantized photon mode, to the dissipative regime. By considering both dissipative single-particle and cooperative effects, we devise a quite generic extension of the model, which respects (i) the Z 2 -Ising symmetry, (ii) the steady state manifold of a superradiant and a dark atomic ensemble and (iii) locality in time. This generic and in this sense universal modification opens up a novel dynamical regime, which we demonstrate to be dominated by macroscopic atomic fluctuations and the absence of detailed balance.
In the context of cavity QED, the dissipative Dicke model emerges when single atom and collective decay of excitations into the electromagnetic vacuum are considered beyond a single-excitation framework. It extends recent works on super-and subradiant cavity states [25] , and the resonance fluorescence model [26] to the experimentally relevant manybody regime with strong atom-light coupling [11, 27] .
The driven-dissipative Dicke model is through its simplicity exceptionally well-suited to study universal non-equilibrium behavior close to a first-order phase transition. Through the presence of a large number of cavity-emitters, the large-N limit is well-controlled theoretically for both mean-field and fluctuation dynamics. The model is therefore a prime candidate to study non-thermal noise-activation, the fate of hysteresis and bistability for experimentally relevant conditions.
If the cooperative dissipation exceeds a critical value, we find that the conventional second-order phase transition from the empty to the superradiant state is replaced by a bistable regime for the dark and the bright cavity, which is absent for weak losses [28] . Mapping the quantum dynamics to semiclassical stochastic optical Bloch equations, we show that the bistable regime features noise activated transitions between the metastable states. The activation rates are, however, suppressed exponentially with the number of atoms, such that in the thermodynamic limit one of the metastable states be- comes stable and thus the true steady state. This leads to a collapse of the bistable regime towards a sharp first-order transition. Due to the absence of detailed balance the dynamics in this regime can neither be derived from the gradient of a potential, as is the case in dissipative equilibrium, nor are fluctuations uniformly distributed in phase space but strongly state-dependent. We give a brief discussion of the difference between effective equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems on the basis of the Martin-Siggia-Rose-Janssen-de Dominicis (MSRJD) path integral framework below.
II. QUANTUM MASTER EQUATION
The state of the cavity ensemble of N atoms and a single photon mode is expressed via the density matrix ρ, whose time evolution is given by the Markovian quantum master equation
. The coherent evolution, including the cavity photon-atom coupling, is given by the Dicke Hamiltonian [24, 29] 
Here, ω 0 , ω z is the photon energy and the atomic level splitting and g is the atom-light coupling strength. Equation (1) implicitly contains an external drive laser, whose time-dependence has been eliminated in a rotating frame [30] . The decay into the weakly coupled and thermodynamically large photon vacuum are well treated in the Born-Markov approximation (see App. D), leading to the time-local Lindblad
The two-level atoms are modeled by a local spin algebra σ
Here (e, g) refers to the excited and ground state of an atom, respectively and a † , a creates, annihilates a cavity photon. Photon loss through the cavity mirrors with rate κ is described by the Lindblad L κ . Atomic spontaneous emission into the electromagnetic vacuum outside the cavity is captured by L γ .
The atoms can either decay individually and uncorrelated (2) or can decay through a collective channel, resulting from the electromagnetic bath being commonly shared by all the atoms. In the context of the Dicke model, the most important collective decay channel is the spontaneous decay of a superradiant state (3) . Intuitively, the photon rate of dissipation κ and the single atom loss rate γ shift the critical atomlight coupling for the superradiant phase transition towards higher pump strength to compensate for the losses [28, [30] [31] [32] . The collective noise, however, introduces an additional non-linearity, leading to a drastic modification of the phase transition in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞.
When the atomic emitters radiate collectively, the decay rate is actually enhanced by the number of emitters γ → γN. This can occur even for a single photonic excitation that is shared among N atoms and is known as single-photon superradiance [33] . Collective emission of radiation is relevant for many-body states such as atomic, collective angular momentum or Dicke states where the atomic ensemble can behave like one giant atom. Geometrically, this behaviour is typically expected when the atoms are closer together than the wavelength of radiation. However, even for larger atomic samples the radiation rate can be enhanced [25, 34] . In the present case the relevant geometric factor (α 1) depends on the size of the atomic cloud and the cavity parameters, see App. D. The collective excitation rate is then modified as γN → γαN ≡ γβ. However, both the average energy and loss rate per particle have to remain finite in the thermodynamic limit, which implies that for N → ∞, β = const. and is set by the fixed number of atoms in an experiment. Both the collective and the individual loss channel are derived from the same Hamiltonian that couples the system degrees of freedom with the electromagnetic vacuum, see App. D. The collective atomic loss channel does therefore not introduce any new characteristic time scales that would call the time-local Lindblad structure and thus the Born-Markov approximations into question that are valid when system-bath couplings are small γ (ω 0 , ω z , g).
III. HEISENBERG-LANGEVIN ANALYSIS
In order to derive the semiclassical optical Bloch equations for the dissipative Dicke model (Eqs. (1)- (4)), which can be addressed numerically, we start with the computation of the Heisenberg-Langevin equations (HLE) for the individual spin and photon operators. Although the Dicke Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) preserves the total spin quantum number of the system, the single atom loss components mix sectors of different total spinŜ 2 and the HLE have to be expressed in the local spin basis.
The HLE are obtained from a conjugate master equation
where in L * compared to L the order of operators in the quantum jump term has been inverted, e.g. L *
The quantum noise operators ξ O i ensure the correct time evolution of fluctuations O i O l and preserve the exact operator commutation relations [35] , for the explicit derivation see App. C. Applying Eq. (5) to the photon field and the individual spin components at site i yields
Eliminating the gapped photon field by setting ∂ t a = 0 in (6) and solving for a adds a nonlinear, ferromagnetic coupling
, and the photon noise ξ a +ξ a † to the atomic HLE. The collective decay leads to another, competing nonlinearity ∼ γβ to the HLE, which introduces a bistable regime for parameters γβ ≈ J ≈ J c , where J c is the critical coupling for the superradiance transition. We analyze the remaining set of equations for the atoms in a large N-framework, which has been shown to be in good agreement with experimental measurements, see e.g. [11, 27, 36, 37] . The operators in the HLE are replaced by the quantum mechanical average over all atoms, i.e. we analyze the equations of motion for σ α = σ α /N, α = x, y, z. Approximating the average of the double sums i, σ α i σ β /N 2 by the product σ α σ β is correct up to O(1/N) corrections and becomes exact in the thermodynamic limit. This is due to the infinite range of both the Dicke nonlinearity ∼ g and the collective loss ∼ γβ.
Disregarding the noise yields the deterministic optical Bloch equations ∂ t σ α = D α with the deterministic force
including the additional nonlinearities ∼ J, βγ in comparison to the conventional Bloch equations [35] .
We stress here that ∇ σ × D 0 and ∇ σ · D 0, which results from the presence of unitary and dissipative dynamics and prohibits the interpretation of D as a conservative force, D ∇ σ V for some potential V. Here, unitary and dissipative dynamics cannot be generated by the same Hamiltonian, which excludes a dissipative equilibrium, where steady states coincide with minimums in a generalized energy landscape, see Sec. VI.
Solving D = 0 yields the mean-field stationary states and determines the steady state values for the σ α . For the population imbalance, one finds (considering only real solutions)
For collective loss strengths β < β c = 1 + (ω z /γ) 2 , σ z is a continuous function of the Dicke coupling g. For coupling strengths above a critical value g ≥ g c,1 (Eq. (12)), σ z ∼ |g − g c,1 | ν x − 1 deviates from its empty cavity value of σ z = −1. This goes in hand with a macroscopic occupation of the cavity mode a † a ∼ N|g−g c,1 | ν x , i.e. the continuous phase transition from the empty cavity to the superradiant state. Here ν x = 1 is the finite temperature photon flux critical exponent [17] .
Above the critical loss strength, β > β c , the continuous transition into the superradiant state is replaced by a discontinuous jump of σ z at g = g c,1 with magnitude ∝ 1 − β c /β. A closer look at the optical Bloch equations reveals that for g c,2 ≤ g ≤ g c,1 (Eq. (12)) both the empty as well as the superradiant state appear as attractive stationary mean-field solutions. This indicates classical bistability, where steady states are sensitive towards the initial configuration leading to the appearance of hysteresis, Fig. 1b ). The critical couplings are
The bistable regime is delimited by the spinodal lines (g c,1 (β), g c,2 (β)) that continuously connect at the bicritical point β c as shown in Fig. 1a ). Inside this regime, the steady states, corresponding to the empty and the superradiant cavity, appear as attractive fixed points of D. A two-dimensional separatrix divides the Bloch sphere into the two corresponding basins of attraction and hosts a further, unstable fixed point, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . At a spinodal line, the separatrix encloses one of the attractive fixed points and forces it to vanish.
Exactly at the bicritical point, β = β c , the superradiance transition remains continuous but the critical exponents are different compared to β < β c , which defines a different universality class for the bictritical point. The photon flux exponent for instance can be inferred from Eq. (11) and reads ν x = 1 2 as for the quantum phase transition in the coherent Dicke model [38] . A full classification of the bicritical point is left to future work. (13) in the bistable regime. Red lines (with arrows) departing from repulsive fixed points show deterministic motion, blue lines (no arrows) show noise-induced dynamics. There are 3 attractive (black sphere) and 2 repulsive (gray sphere) fixed points, interrelated by the Ising symme-
. Dotted points map out the surface of the unit Bloch sphere and serve as a guide to the eye.
IV. STOCHASTIC BLOCH EQUATIONS
Within the bistable regime, the deterministic optical Bloch equations split the Bloch sphere into two basins of attraction, separated by a repulsive manifold, which cannot be crossed by any deterministic path. They thus fail to capture the dynamics of the initial quantum master equation even on the qualitative level since the latter is predicted to have a unique stationary state for any finite N.
This separation, and the enforced lack of ergodicity, is overcome by translating the quantum noise terms in the HLE to a classical noise, which adds to the deterministic part and yields stochastic optical Bloch equations
According to the definition σ α = σ α /N, the classical
This average must be taken with care. It indicates only the quantum mechanical average of system operators and not the noise average, which corresponds to the expectation value of bath operators. The first and second moments of the noise are ξ α noise = 0 and ( . noise indicating noise average, . sys+bath average of system and bath operators)
In the large-N limit, the covariance matrix is (see App. C)
where
T is symmetric, real and positive semi-definite for α (σ α ) 2 ≤ 1, i.e. as long as σ represents a state within the Bloch sphere. For a continuous time evolution, neither the deterministic force D nor the noise drives the system out of the Bloch sphere. The latter is ensured by χ ⊥ ∼ ||δσ||, where χ ⊥ is the (local) perpendicular noise strength and δσ the distance to the Bloch sphere. For the long-range interacting Dicke system the local noise terms do not break translational invariance and the description in terms of the collective variable σ α is correct up to O(1/N). Locally induced, noise-driven spin flips cause energetic corrections of order O(J/N) such that for any finite N < ∞ the two fixed points can only be connected via a concatenation of O(N) subsequent noise kicks. Such collective events of noise kicks drive the system from the basin of attraction of one fixed point to the basin of attraction of the other. They occur on timescales set by τN where τ −1 is the state-dependent rate of a single spin flip set by the noise profile χ(σ).
V. REAL-TIME DYNAMICS OF THE BLOCH EQUATIONS
In contrast to a bistable system in equilibrium, where the occupation of the states in the long-time and large systemsize limit is entirely determined by a mean-field analysis of the minimum of a free energy potential, the occupation times of the metastable states out-of equilibrium can only be determined beyond mean-field by including fluctuations of O(1/N) in a numerical simulation for finite N < ∞ [39] . Simulation of Eqs. (13) requires a careful implementation of the thermodynamic limit. Taking N → ∞ first, leads the noise ∼ 1/ √ N to vanish and one ends up with the deterministic equations, i.e. two disconnected steady states. On the other hand, taking t → ∞ first and then N → ∞, for any finite N the long-time behavior is characterized by an admixture of the empty and the superradiant state. The dynamics of the spin vector σ is obtained by interpreting Eq. (13) in an Itô-sense and numerically simulating the time-evolution with a two-stage stochastic Runge-Kutta algorithm [40, 41] . The corresponding dynamics of σ including rare fluctuations between the dark and the bright cavity are visualized in Fig. 2 and, with temporal resolution, in Fig. 3a . Similar fluctuation induced switching dynamics have been measured experimentally in bistable semiconductor microcavities [7] .
Tuning the atom-light coupling g through the bistable regime at fixed collective loss rate γβ, Fig. 1a , we obtain a histogram for the distribution of time intervals spent in the empty (t 0 ) and in the superradiant state (t S r ). The mean occupation times t α in Fig. 3b ) are obtained by summing over all intervals t α = i t i,α / i with α = {a, S r} as seen in Fig. 3a) . We observe an exponential dependence of log t S r ∼ g in the superradiant state and a strongly stretched exponential log t 0 ∼ g −10 in the empty state, Fig. 3b . For any N < ∞, the steady state is a statistical mixture of the empty and the superradiant state and the degree of mixing is expressed via the superradiance occupation ratio ρ S r = t S r /( t S r + t 0 ). It interpolates continuously between ρ S r (g c,2 ) = 0 and ρ S r (g c,1 ) = 1 as a function of the atom-light coupling g and varies on a scale ∆g ∼ 1/N, see Fig. 1c . In the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, ρ S r → Θ(g −g) approaches a step-function, indicating a discontinuous jump and a first order phase transition from the empty to the superradiant state at a critical couplingg(β) , Fig 1a. The exponential increase of the occupation times log t S r,0 ∼ N is depicted in Fig. 3c . This suggests a typical Arrhenius law t S r,0 = A S r,0 exp(Nψ S r,0 ), which is confirmed by the classical action [42] [43] [44] associated to the stochastic optical Bloch equations (13), see Sec. VI. Here, ψ α is the non-equilibrium potential, which depends both on the path and on the relative noise strength between the two stable solutions and lacks the interpretation of a free energy functional [39] . The Ising symmetry reduces the long time dynamics to that of an effective two-level system, which always fulfills detailed balance, and makes the non-equilibrium nature of the bistability hardly observable on the level of the transition rates. Instead of minimizing an effective free energy [45] [46] [47] , however, the escape trajectories follow the most probable path from one stable fixed point to the other and do not pass the repulsive fixed point, in contrast to equilibrium.
VI. NON-EQUILIBRIUM APECTS FOR NOISE ACTIVATED TRAJECTORIES IN THE MSRJD -PATH INTEGRAL
In this section, we want to confirm, without being exhaustive, three statements that we made in the previous sections on the non-equilibrium nature of the bistability. The analysis is based on Freidlin-Wentzell theory [39] for weak noise systems, therefore applicable in the limit N → ∞, and performed in a Martin-Siggia-Rose-Janssen-de Dominicis (MSRJD) path-integral framework [42] [43] [44] . Additionally we comment on the structure of the noise-induced trajectories as observed in Fig. (2) .
First, the mean occupation times t 0 and t S r of the empty and the superradiant state obey an Arrhenius law of the type t S r,0 ∼ A S r,0 exp(Nψ S r,0 ), with ψ S r,0 (σ) as a non-equilibrium potential that measures the cost of fluctuations. Second, The deterministic force D, Eq. (10), and the noise kernel χ, Eq. (17), do not satisfy the necessary condition for microscopic reversibility and violate detailed balance.
Third, we comment that the combination of (∇ × D 0) and (∇ · D 0) is a necessary but not a sufficient criterion for out-of-equilibrium dynamics, which do not relax towards an effective thermal equilibrium.
We start with the MSRJD action, see e.g. [42] [43] [44] , associated to the stochastic optical Bloch equations (15) (α = x, y, z)
Here, D and χ are given by Eqs. (10), (17) and
is the Freidlin-Wentzell Hamiltonian, Z is the partition function and the fieldsσ α are the so-called MSRJD response fields. In the limit of N → ∞ only the saddle points of S contribute to Z. The associated equations of motion demonstrate that (σ α , σ α ) are canonically conjugate variables
showing that the Hamiltonian itself is an integral of motion, ∂ t H = 0. All saddle-point trajectories starting from a deterministic field configuration,σ α = 0, fulfill H = 0. The explicit form of Eqs. (19) is
The solution of H = 0 withσ α = 0, recovers indeed the noiseless, deterministic Bloch equations, ∂ t σ α = D α and ∂ tσ α = 0. Noise activated trajectories, in turn, correspond to solutions withσ α 0. After some algebra one finds that the second equation in (21) requiresσ to be of the formσ = ∇ σ Γ(σ). The scalar potential Γ is defined by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
It is solved implicitly by decomposing the deterministic force D into the two orthogonal fields ∇Γ and r as
The orthogonality condition r α ∂ α Γ = 0 demands that r encodes dynamics on equipotential surfaces of Γ. The first term (−1/2χ αβ ∂ β Γ) is responsible for the stability of the fixed points of the deterministic force D. The transversal decomposition implies that ∇Γ −2χ −1 D, such that in general it is an impossible task to obtain non-perturbative analytical expressions for the non-equilibrium potential Γ in systems lacking detailed balance [48] . The saddle-point trajectories (21) describing noise-activation are
A comparison with the deterministic dynamics
shows that in general the noise activated trajectories are not the time-reversed partners of the deterministic dynamics and visit different regions in the Bloch sphere as seen in Fig. (2) . Both deterministic and noise-activated trajectories share, however, the same set of fixed points {σ 0 } with D({σ 0 }) = 0. Since all fixed points are hyperbolic, there exists one stable (M s ) and one unstable (M u ) 3-dimensional manifold for the zero-energy Hamilton that intersect at the set of fixed points {σ 0 }. The stable manifold M s is characterized bỹ σ = 0 and ∂ t σ = D and the unstable manifold M u is characterized byσ(σ) = ∇Γ(σ) and ∂ t σ = − D + 2r. The cost for a fluctuation is then measured by the action
In the weak noise limit (N → ∞) one can define a nonequilibrium potential or cost function as the minimal action acquired for a path connecting a fixed point σ 0 to any given point σ on the manifold M u as
The result of the integration is independent of the path (σ(t),σ(t)) in M u when M u is locally defined byσ = ∇Γ.
To exponential accuracy the probability p for a noise-induced trajectory is then given by p ∼ exp (−Nψ(σ 0 , σ)). This explains the first point that the mean occupation times t S r,0 ∼ A S r,0 exp(Nψ S r,0 ). For weak, but finite noise, the instanton trajectory is given by
ξ and spreads around the deterministic instanton path as, observed in Fig. (2) .
We turn our attention to the second point and check violation of detailed balance. Under microscopic reversibility [49, 50] the deterministic force D and diffusive contribution χ in general obey a relation fixed by [51] 
which is not satisfied for the stochastic optical Bloch equations (15) . We conclude the absence of detailed balance for the dynamics studied that we present in this work. Coming to the third point, for out-of-equilibrium systems in general D itself is not a gradient field and has both a non-conservative (∇ × D 0) and a conservative contribution (∇ · D 0). Whenever the generators for conservative and non-conservative dynamics do not commute, i.e. when the corresponding trajectories are not orthogonal, both fields (− 1 2 χ αβ ∂ β Γ) and r α contribute to both conservative and nonconservative parts of D. Thus, having non-conservative and conservative dynamics is necessary to reach a non-equilibrium steady state but not sufficient, the counter example being a spin subject to a magnetic field B = µBe z and spontaneous emission.
The presence of non-conservative and conservative forces together with the absence of detailed balance allows the conclusion that the steady-state for the stochastic optical Bloch equations in this work is firmly out-of equilibrium.
VII. OUTLOOK
Extending the Dicke model to the dissipative regime by adding cooperative losses drastically enriches the dynamics, introducing a bicritical point as well as a bistable, fluctuation dominated regime for the superradiance transition. This defines a framework to study a whole set of dissipative phase transitions both in theory and experiment and should motivate current experiments to explore the dissipative Dicke realm [27, 52] . While a brief calculation with current experimental parameters shows that the cooperative loss rate typically is too weak to set it in competition to the effective atom-atom coupling strength J, it reveals that short effective distances, i.e. large densities of atoms will be able to access this regime, which might encourage experimental progress in this direction.
Possible experimental observations include fluctuation induced lasing and dynamical hysteresis when the atomlight coupling is swept between the two spinodal lines [7] . Slightly lifting the symmetry protected degeneracy between the two superradiant states introduces three, genuinely different metastable states. This configuration enables the study of dynamics in the absence of detailed balance on macroscopic scales that are exclusive to nonequilibrium systems, e.g. experimentally accessible via circulating currents in the stationary state. 
bath is then computed by evaluating the bath operators in the Born-Markov approximation. We apply the standard Heisenberg-Langevin theory where the interaction of the system with the external bath is specified in terms of a Hamiltonian H sys−bath that couples the bath modes linearly to the system operators, see e.g. [35] . The two statistically independent baths for the photons and for the atoms are the continuum of radiation modes outside the cavity. We consider the system-bath Hamiltonians in the interaction picture
where we have coupled all emitters σ ± in H atoms bath−sys (t) to one set of bath modes b † k b k which also allows for collective emission of excitations outside of the cavity that become relevant in the superradiant regime. Here ω 0 and ω z refer to effective frequencies for the photons and the atoms in a frame rotating at a frequency set by the external laser drive, see e.g. [30] . The Heisenberg equation of motions for the system and the bath operators can be written as
Here we have used H t = H atoms bath−sys (t) + H photons bath−sys (t). We eliminate the bath degree of freedom by formal integration of their equations of motion
and insert Eqs. (A8) and the conjugates into the equations of motion for the system operators given by Eqs. (A3-A7).
Equations (A10)-(A13) now contain only the dissipative and fluctuating components that arise from the interaction of the system with the external reservoir. The explicit form of the noise-operators can be read off as
within the Born-Markov approximation, the frequency independent damping constants are parametrised by the relations
Here, we have taken ε k, = ε k e −i(k−k 0 )r as the cavity-shifted, spatially dependent atom-photon coupling to the bath modes b k outside of the cavity, where k 0 is the cavity wave vector. D(ω 0 ) and D(ω z ) are the density of states of the bath modes and ε ω 0 , ε ω z are the microscopic system-bath coupling constants evaluated at the effective photon frequency ω 0 and the effective atom frequency ω z .
Since the photons mediate an all-to-all coupling of the atoms for the deterministic dynamics, the noise inherited from the photons adds to the collective loss term of the atoms ∼ γβ in the σ y and σ z -channel. However, since both co-and counterrotating terms ∼ (a + a † ) σ x are present in the DickeHamiltonian, the σ x -channel does not inherit a photonic noise component. We start by considering the Heisenberg-Langevin equations given in Eq. (6)-(9) 
We eliminate the gapped photon degrees of freedom (∂ t α = 0) to obtain their steady-state value as
Plugging Eq. (B7) in Eq. (B5) and in Eq. (B6) leads to a redefined noise function in the σ y(z) -channel
The covariances of the atoms now contain a noise contribution from the photon field
Taking the bath for the photons to be in a zero temperature vacuum state, the noise correlation function is according to Eq. (A14)
We remark that the so-obtained variances for the atoms and photons are equivalent to the variances that would be obtained in the associated MSRDJ-path integral [42] [43] [44] for the complex fields (a t , a
The classical noise-kernel χ(σ), see Eq. (17) contains the noise correlations for the collective atomic variables (σ α = N =1 σ α /N) in the stochastic optical Bloch equations. It is derived by mapping the corresponding operator-valued noise correlations of the atomic and photonic noise functions to correlations of the associated classical noise functions through the process of symmetrisation. We detail the derivation of the classical noise kernel and start by explicitly evaluating the operator-valued atomic and photonic noise functions in Eqs. (A15-A17).
Evaluation of operator-valued noise correlations in the atomic channel
The evaluation of noise correlation functions is now performed as an average over the bath degrees of freedom denoted as . bath where the expectation value is a thermal average over a zero-temperature bath. Since the external bath is described by the vacuum and only terms ∝ b k (0)b † k (0) contribute, correlations of the form ξ + (t) . . . = 0 and . . . ξ − (t) = 0 vanish. In particular that means ξ + (t)ξ − (t) = 0 whereas ξ − (t)ξ + (t) 0. The noise-correlations for the atomic degrees of freedom can be expressed by using Eqs. (A15-A17) as
where the indices (i, j) ∈ (+, −, z) refer to the atomic variables. The entries of the matrixχ i j are still dependent on the system operators σ i at site . With the relations ξ x = ξ + + ξ − and ξ y = −i(ξ + − ξ − ) we rotate from (+, −, z) into the (x, y, z) basis
For the components with = the local spin algebra can be used to write the correlation matrix for the local noise components as
Equations (C3)-(C4) together with Eq. (B8) are the starting point to obtain the corresponding classical noise kernel χ(σ).
Mapping the photonic and atomic noise correlations to a classical noise kernel
The general correlation matrix χ in Eq. (C3) was obtained by averaging over the bath degrees of freedom and still depends on the system operators σ α with α = (x, y, z) and as the local site index. For a mapping to a classical noise correlation matrix it is necessary to erase the information on commutation relations. This is achieved by symmetrising the matrix entries χ i j which amounts to taking their real part Re[χ i j ]. As described in the main text, this procedure leads to a symmetric, real and positive definite noise kernel and is thus welldefined. We are interested in the noise strength for the equations of motion of the collective variable σ α = σ α sys /N with the
where . sys is a quantum mechanical average over the system variables. Hereξ α is the modified noise function of the atoms that contains both an atomic and photonic contribution for α = (y, z) stemming from the elimination of the cavity degrees of freedom and is defined in Eq. (B8). The σ x -channel is free of a photonic contribution as discussed previously. The noise average . noise to obtain the classical correlation matrix χ is then defined by averaging over both bath and system degrees of freedom
where the contributions from the photons is specified as 
The noise correlation matrix χ αβ (σ) is specified in Eq. (17) and contains now a noise component from the local, uncorrelated loss processes ∼ γ as well as from the collective loss processes ∼ γβ = γα(N − 1), where β = const. in the thermodynamic limit and a contribution from the photons ∼ 2Jκ/ω 0 . From Eq. (C5) one can see that the variance of the sum of the random noise functions ξ α sys scales with the number of atoms N as expected for instance from the central limit theorem.
Appendix D: Non-local Lindblad contribution in Born-Markov approximation
For the derivation of the collective decay contribution, we will briefly review the textbook approach (see e.g. [53] ) of how the external reservoir influences the evolution of the system in a Born-Markov approximation. This leads to a in general non-local density matrix equation, see (D4). Collective decay contributions that add to the single atom decay rates have been derived in the context of single photon sub-and superradiant states [25] in a wave-function formalism. Here, we carry these considerations over to a density matrix formalism and show that a description in terms of Lindblad operators reproduces the results obtained from the wave function picture. The collective loss contribution emerges by allowing all spins to interact with one shared bath. In the interaction picture, the system-bath Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation can be written as 
Here, the coupling to the bath is given by ε k, = ε k e −ikr , with ε k taking into account the frequency dependence of the kth radiation mode that is given by ν k = ck. The time-evolution of the full system and bath density matrix reads ( = 1) ∂ t ρ(t) = −i H 
For weak system-reservoir coupling in the Born-Markov approximation, the density matrix is written as ρ(t ) ≡ ρ bath−sys (t ) ≈ ρ sys (t ) ⊗ ρ bath (0) + δρ bath−sys (t ),
where the last term is of order O(ε k ). This is justified for a large reservoir, which is unaffected by the system dynamics and for which the bath-system coupling is memoryless, i.e. ρ(t ) → ρ(t) in Eq. (D2). Tracing out the bath degrees of freedom in the Born-Markov approximation, the time evolution for the system is found to be
where we have made explicit that in the Dicke model all momenta are expressed with respect to the cavity wave vector k 0 and we have collected temporal phase factors as ζ k (t − t) = exp (−i(ω z − ν k )(t − t)).
For a large number of atoms, the sum over all atoms and momenta is only non-vanishing for two different contributions. Either for = , which describes the uncorrelated, single atom decay. Or for |k − k 0 | ≈ 0, which describes correlated decay into modes near the cavity wave vector. We note that contributions with are generally suppressed by the volume factor ∝ 1/V, which is implicit in the atom-light coupling constant ε k . We single out the uncorrelated single atom loss, which has been treated in many previous works (e.g. see [35] ) and find
For the second contribution to Eq. (D5), we focus only on the collective part that arises from wave vectors |k − k 0 | ≈ 0. We proceed by calculating the weight of the associated delta function
We assume that the bath modes lie dense and work in the continuum limit to use the replacements δ(k − k 0 ) = 1 2π 
Here R is the radius of the atomic cloud in the cavity which is much larger than the cavity wavelength. In the last line we have used that |ε k | 2 does not vary significantly around k ∼ k 0 and pull it out of the integral 
